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Optimizing physical training regimens to increase muscle aerobic capacity requires an understanding of the internal

processes that occur during exercise that initiate subsequent adaptation. During exercise, muscle cells undergo a series

of metabolic events that trigger downstream signaling pathways and induce the expression of many genes in working

muscle fibers. There are a number of studies that show the dependence of changes in the activity of AMP-activated

protein kinase (AMPK), one of the mediators of cellular signaling pathways, on the duration and intensity of single

exercises. The activity of various AMPK isoforms can change in different directions, increasing for some isoforms and

decreasing for others, depending on the intensity and duration of the load.
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1. Introduction

Regular physical exercise initiates a number of adaptation processes in various systems of the human body. These

exercises induce many metabolic and signaling events in skeletal muscle cells, which in turn activate downstream

signaling pathways and induce the expression of many genes in skeletal muscle. One of the areas of research is

mathematical modeling of metabolic and signaling processes (in order to test ideas about their mechanisms, simulate the

response of signaling pathways under a wide range of loads, and then optimize training regimes). Based on models of

metabolic processes , a modular mathematical model was developed in which exercise-induced metabolic processes

are complemented by signal transduction and gene expression modules in human skeletal muscle . The model includes

Ca - and AMPK-dependent signaling pathways (Figure 1) and has been tested by modeling cyclic exercise on a bicycle

ergometer and knee extension exercises of varying intensity.

Figure 1. A simplified scheme of Ca - and AMPK-dependent signaling. Exercise causes numerous changes at the

metabolic level. An increase in [AMP] and [Ca ] concentrations, indicated by an arrow (↑), activates coupled signaling

pathways that form a complex network with numerous feedback loops and protein–protein interactions. This leads to

changes in gene expression.
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2. AMPK and Ca —Dependent Signaling Transients

2.1. Dynamics of AMPK and CaMKII Activity during Exercise

During the onset of exercises, AMPK isoforms demonstrate different activities. In general, changes in AMPK isoform

activity depend on exercise intensity and duration. A muscle biopsy is used to determine AMPK activity in vivo. Typically, a

biopsy is taken at a limited number of time points due to the complexity of this invasive procedure. For example, samples

were taken six times per participant (before and during training) , but usually there are even fewer samples. Since the

minimum time required for a biopsy procedure is about 15–30 s, this also imposes limitations on the exercise regimens

that can be studied (including interval exercises). After the biopsy, a complex multistage procedure  is performed to

measure the activity of the obtained AMPK and its isoforms using various substrates.

While α2 AMPK, especially α2β2γ3 isoform activity, commonly rises after exercise at intensities above 50% VO  and

higher , the α1 AMPK activity changes are controversial. The controversies in the data from different studies may

be partly due to the different training statuses of participants and different exercise intensities. In untrained subjects, α1

AMPK activity increases or tends to increase , while the activity of α1 AMPK during exercise does not change or

tends to decrease in trained subjects . One study even showed a decrease of α1 AMPK activity after

high-intensity all-out sprint exercise .

Among the cited works  used the SAMS peptide, while  used the AMARA peptide. In various studies,

the amount of lysate used in measurements varied from 50 to 300 μg.

If the time points at which AMPK activity was measured were far apart (10 min or more) then a progressive increase in the

activity was observed as a rule.

If the biopsy was taken more often, then signs of transient processes would be observed. At the beginning of the exercise,

a downward trend in the activity of α1β2γ1 and α2β2γ1 isoforms of AMPK was observed , as well as a slow rise in

α2β2γ3 activity. Then, the AMPK activity increased during the progression of exercise.

Therefore, the decrease in AMPK activity after high-intensity exercise observed in a number of studies, including , may

not be a fundamental dependence, but represent only part of a transient process.

An opposite transition but fairly similar trend was observed for CaMKII phosphorylation and autonomous activity during

exercise on a bicycle ergometer at intensity corresponding to 67 ± 2% of VO  for 90 min . In this study, biopsies

were taken from the vastus lateralis muscle before and after 1, 10, 30, 60, and 90 min of exercise. At the 1 min time point,

there was a significant increase in CaMKII phosphorylation and autonomous activity, which decreased significantly at the

time point of 10 min and beyond. The trained subjects (VO  55 mL/kg/min) participated in this study , just like in the

 study (VO  55 mL/kg/min).

The transients in CaMKII autonomous activity may be related to differences in Ca  uptake and release kinetics and thus

Ca –CaM binding, or changes in the activity of protein phosphatases dephosphorylating CaMKII over time .

It should be noted that assumptions about transient processes were made using the data obtained in mixed fiber muscle

extracts (homogenate and lysate). Individual muscle fibers of various types and motor units may have significant

differences in the concentration of metabolic enzymes, kinases, and phosphatases. During exercise of different intensities,

the concentrations of metabolites in different muscle fibers can vary greatly, both due to uneven recruitment and

differences in fiber types.

Taken together, the data suggests that some transient processes occur in a short period of time (1–10 min from exercise

onset), the underlying causes of which are not yet clear. Unfortunately, most of the studies discussed above were

performed using continuous exercises with constant loads of different intensities. There is no data on what transients exist

during variable intensity training and competitions. For example, during various interval training exercises or when moving

along a course with uphills, downhills, and flat terrains.

2.2. Possible Effects of Repeated Exercise

It is known that during repeated bouts of physical exercise, different kinetics of oxygen consumption  as well as

different rates of activation of a number of metabolic enzymes  and, respectively, different kinetics of metabolic

processes (ON-kinetics)  are observed.
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Unfortunately, the kinetics of the activity of metabolic enzymes and kinases in the pause between exercise bouts or after

exercise cessation (OFF kinetics) have not been comprehensively studied. To researchers' knowledge, there are no in

vivo investigations with data on OFF-kinetics with sufficient time resolution, although the data are very important since

they can additionally characterize and support a hypothesis on the mechanism of transient processes. Such processes

can play an essential role in actual training practice, determine the effectiveness of various training programs and

exercise regimens, and provide insight into how to optimize training regimens.

2.3. Simulations Based on the Current Model and Their Limitations

The current model by  simulates a non-linear increase in AMPK phosphorylation as a surrogate for its activity (ON-

kinetics) during moderate-intensity exercise, which is similar to the increase in AMPK activity that was proposed by 

based on experimental data.

The simulated AMPK activity during recovery shows an almost exponential decline in the model . At the same time,

there is a study demonstrating that the decrease in AMPK activity occurs with some delay . The decrease of AMPK

activity in vitro takes a sigmoid-like shape after the addition of protein phosphatase with about a 10-minute delay. The

reasons for such a delay are unexplained, though. A rather similar pattern of AMPK activity in vitro is shown by , but the

sigmoid-like shape is almost indiscernible, probably due to different experimental conditions and a much higher rate of

dephosphorylation.

The current set of model equations  cannot simulate changes in AMPK activity different from exponential-based rise and

drop dynamics and particularly transient processes. To adequately simulate the transient processes, it is necessary to find

out the underlying causes and incorporate them into the model.

One of the directions was the interrogation for data on the kinetics of protein phosphatase activity during exercise (ON

and OFF phases). Since it is necessary to clarify the shape of the decrease in the activity of AMPK and other kinases after

exercise and in pauses of 1–10 min during interval training.
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